
Alpha Helixes and Beta Sheets 

 

As a scientist I have a well-established and cultivable affinity for Pedro Fermin’s sculptures which I associate 

with the structure of proteins. In this respect, I dare assert that art and science are usually traveling companions, 

little they communicate but their minds share similar obsessions. I recall from the 50s the fantastic geodesic 

domes by Buckminster Fuller which were discovered in natural form in 1985 by Robert Curl, Harold Kroto and 

Richard Smalley: 60-atom spheres which were named, in remembrance, “fullerenes”. Pedro keeps mentioning 

the Moebius Band, the infinite band which in topology is the building module for non-oriented surfaces. But 

while he shows to me his recent creations, my train of thoughts does not deviate from proteins, the prima donas 

of 21st century science. Each tissue or function, each cellular signal in living beings depends on these 

macromolecules whose complex structures display a high degree of specialization of which we know very little 

about, undecipherable entanglements where topology hardly works. 

 

The primary structure of proteins is a long chain of amino acids with around 200 to 300 links in a typical polymer. 

There exist around 20 types of amino acids in organic matter which constitute an enigmatic alphabet that at least 

leads to diversity. Each link bonds with its closest neighbors on the chain, but also with more distant elements 

giving rise to secondary structures. For instance, bonds with fourth neighbors lead to the formation of a spiral 

referred to as the alpha helix, and with third neighbors to flat sheets (beta sheets). Moreover, further bonding 

with specific chain links along the sequences gives rise to tertiary and quaternary structures that brand each 

protein with its precise individuality and functionality. Therefore, there are globular types such as the albumins 

in blood, eggs and milk, or fibrous species such as those in cartilage, tendons, hair, nails and horns.  

 

Pedro builds sculptures from metal alpha helices and beta sheets with infinite possibilities and incomparable 

diversity. But with an inherent additional feature: scale independence. In this respect, he begins to attract the 

attention of scientists and to shatter the collector’s schemes since his pieces work as much on desktops and 

gardens as in large urban scales. Impossible to attain an adequate representation.                                   
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